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Abstract— Taxi is  the most popular type of on-demand 

transportation service system in urban areas because taxi 

sharing system offer more and better services in terms of 

short waiting times and travel convenience. However, a 

shortage of taxicabs has always been rare in many urban 

contexts especially during rush hours and taxi has great rate 

to maximize its efficiency by employing shared-ride 

concepts. There are recent successes in real-time ridesharing 

projects that are expected to bring substantial benefit on 

energy  consumption and operation efficiency, and thus it is 

important to develop advanced vehicle dispatch  algorithms 

to maximize occupancies and minimize travel times in real-

time. This paper investigates how taxicab services can be 

improved by proposing shared-taxi algorithms and what 

type of objective functions and parameters could be 

employed to prevent excessive passenger tours. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Road transportation is one of the major challenge for the 

new generations, as the current transportation models both 

are not environmentally and socially sustainable. On the one 

hand,, pollution is a major source of greenhouse gases 

emissions. Apparently, there is plenty of room for 

improvements,[1], for example, when considering the facts 

that on average cabs carry 1:6 passengers, i.e., only an 

estimated 25% of emissions are caused by people travelling, 

and the rest by moving “empty-seats”. This paper focuses on 

a distributed and real-time taxi-sharing system, which is an 

advanced, user-oriented form of public transportation 

characterised by flexible routing and scheduling of vehicles 

operating in shared-ride mode between distinct pickups and 

drop-off locations according to the passenger needs, enabled 

by wireless communication and distributed computations. 

A. Drivers and Riders 

Users are either drivers or riders, as below: 

1) Drivers: 

The set of driver D represent the ride sharing service 

providers. Drivers are ordinary people who are just driving 

in their daily life. At one point, they indicate their request to 

offer a ride sharing service within their routes. To do so, 

they call the service to register themselves indicating their 

origin and destination points. With such registrations,[3] it  

is allowed to track their locations to access their suitability 

for any ride sharing service. Once the driver reach to his 

destined place, the driver is unregistered  for their ride 

sharing service based on the distance of the cab service they 

will provide and the tour that they will need to make from 

their original route. 

2) Riders: 

The set of riders R represents persons requesting a ride 

sharing service. To request such service, a rider r would call 

service, through the dedicated cell phone app, and provide 

four pieces of information: (1) the current location origin, 

which can be obtained directly from the mobile phone, (2) 

the requested destination, (3) the max imum waiting time 

(max Time) that r would afford before being picked up, and 

(4) the max price (max Price) that r is willing to pay for taxi 

sharing service. Within few seconds, the rider receives a set 

of drivers from pool that can offer the requested cab sharing 

service within the waiting time and price constraints. 

The summary of contribution is as: 

 We present a distributed and real taxi-sharing 

system enabled by wireless communication and 

distributed computing. Furthermore, we propose a 

pricing and charging system considering 

implementation details.  

 We study in detail the performance of the system, 

including economic points, under varying demand 

conditions and varying system problem rates. 

Results have shown that the deployment of the 

system can be advantageous for both the 

passengers and taxi operators, and that a number of 

trade-off exists. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram 

A. Open Stack 

Open Stack is an open source infrastructure as a service 

initiative for creating and manages huge groups of virtual 

owned servers in a cloud computing environment. [4]The 

technology contains a series of inter-related projects which 

in turn control processing, storage, and networking 

resources throughout a data centre, able to be managed 

through web-based dashboard, command-line tools, and a 

REST-full API’s. 

B. Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is an internet-based computing in which 

many groups of remote servers are networked to do sharing 

of data-processing tasks, centralized data storage systems, 

and online access provided to computer services / resources. 

Clouds can be classified as public, private or hybrid. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hybrid_cloud
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C. Service Models 

1) Infrastructure as a service  

In the most basic cloud-service model,[3] providers of 

Infrastructure as a service offer computer’s physical or 

(more often) virtual machines – and other resources. 

Infrastructure as a service clouds  offer additional resources 

like virtual-machine disk image library, raw block storage 

and file, object storage, firewalls, IP addresses, virtual lans  

and software bundles. Infrastructure as a service cloud 

providers supply these resources on-demand from their 

many pools installed in data centers. For wide-area 

connectivity, customers can use Internet or carrier clouds. 

2) Platform as a service  

In the Platform as a service models, cloud providers deliver 

a computing platform, usually consists of operating system, 

programming language execution environment, database 

and web server. Application developers are able to develop 

and run their software package solutions on a cloud platform 

without the cost and complexity to buy and manage the 

underlying hardware and software layers. [6]With some  

Platform as a service offers services such 

as MicrosoftAzure and GoogleAppEngine, the underlying 

computer system and storage resources scale up 

automatically to match application demand so the cloud user 

does not have to allocate resources manually.  

3) Software as a service  

In this business model using software as a service, users are 

supported with access to application software and databases. 

The Cloud providers manage the infrastructure system and 

platform that run the applications. Software as a service is 

referred to as "on-demand software system" and is typically 

priced on a pay-per-use basis. Software as a service provider 

usually price applications using a subscription fee. In the 

Software as a service model, [7]cloud providers installing 

and operating application software in the cloud and cloud 

users access that software from cloud clients. Cloud users do 

not manage the cloud infrastructure and the platform where 

the application runs. This reduces the need to install and run 

the application on the cloud user's owned computer systems, 

which gives simplified maintenance and support[6].Cloud 

applications are way more different from other applications 

in their scalability level—which can be achieved by cloning 

service tasks onto multiple virtual machines at run-time to 

meet changing work demand. Excessive Load 

balancers share the work over the set of virtual machines. 

D. Rest API 

The characteristics of a REST system are defined by six 

design rules: 

1) Client-Server: There should be a separation 

between the server that offers a service and the 

client that consumes it. 

2) Stateless: Each request from a client must contain 

all the information needed for the server to carry 

out the request. In other words, the server can’t 

store information provided by the client in one 

request and use it in another request. 

3) Cacheable: The server must indicating the client if 

requests can be cached or not. 

4) Layered System: Communication between a client 

and a server should be standardized so that allows 

intermediaries to respond to requests instead of the 

end server, without the client having to do 

something different. 

5) Uniform Interface: The method of communication 

between a client and a server must be uniform. 

6) Code on demand: Servers are able to provide 

executable code or scripts for clients to do 

execution in their context. This constraint is the 

only one that is optional. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Model Constraints and Objectives 

Compared to conventional DRT(Demand Responsive 

Transit) systems that usually have been focusing either 

pickup or drop off as passenger time-window constraints, 

passenger’s concerns in shared-taxi will be how long they 

wait for a service and how long tour they have by allowing 

their rides with other passengers because taxi trips are 

characterized as an immediate short trip in urban areas. 

Consequently,[2] three types of constraints are introduced: 

(1) vehicle capacity; (2) maximum passenger’s waiting time; 

and (3) maximum detour factor. Differently from a many-to-

one problem, a vehicle needs to pick up and drop off 

passengers continuously without service cycle. Thus 

checking the number of available seats among the vehicles’ 

schedules is important when inserting a new schedule. It is 

noted that in practical dynamic vehicle routing, service 

providers are able to reject request due to the limited 

number of vehicles, especially when the passengers have 

time windows or maximum tour constraints. In this paper, 

passengers are considered not to wait longer than a certain 

period.[2] The time window for passenger waiting time 

(e.g., 15 min) is capable of  strictly preventing the indefinite 

deferment of unassigned passengers. The final constraint is 

on a  maximum detour factor guaranteeing an upper bound 

on the passenger’s in-vehicle travelling time  between their 

origins and destinations. This constraint prevents excessive 

tours caused by too many passengers being assigned on a 

vehicle trip. The maximum tour factor thus has an important 

impact to determine the level of service.  

Two types of objectives are considered: (1) 

Minimizing passenger waiting times and tours caused by 

ride sharing; (2) Maximizing system profit from accepting 

passengers selectively based on the current schedule. As 

each algorithm could have different numbers of delivered 

passengers during simulation with the objective function (1), 

scoring is proposed based on the number of delivered and 

rejected requests, average waiting time and average travel 

time. When scores are found in this way, a lower score 

(cost) indicates better performance.  

 

 
The system profit is proposed based on the profit 

found from vehicle operating cost (which in turn is  based 

on vehicle distance travelled) and service revenue (which is 

based on the number of delivered  passengers). In common 

taxi fare collection system, the fare starts at a basic flat fare 

with additional Charges applying according to distance 

travelled and time waited. The relevant fare structure in this 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing_platform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_machines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Load_balancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Load_balancer
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study is as per the given three components found in general 

for taxi fare : 

1) Basic fee: This basic fare covers the first two kms.   

2) Per mile charge: An additional charge is applied 

every 144 meters.   

3) Waiting charge: If the taxi speed falls below 15 

km/hour, an additional charge is added every 35 

seconds.   

In this study, we assume that the service revenue 

consists of two parts: fixed revenue and distance based  

revenue. The operating cost can be obtained using the 

vehicle distance traveled, as follows. In this case, a higher 

value indicates better performance.   

 

 

B. Nearest Vehicle Dispatcher 

Nearest Vehicle Dispatcher (NVD) is the most widely 

employed strategy in current on-line taxi dispatch systems 

with single customer group. [2]NVD has two steps.[2] In 

step 1, when a new passenger request arrive, the algorithm 

seeks a geographically nearest available vehicle from the 

passenger’s origin location so as to provide quick and 

efficient response times. Checking feasible time windows is 

carried out at step 1. Once a nearest vehicle is selected, an 

optimal schedule is found at step 2 by assuming that the 

vehicle’s pickup and delivery schedule can be independently 

optimized (similar to the driver or an in-vehicle computer 

doing that) based on the current location and the existing 

schedule. Since this greedy algorithm only considers 

reaching the passenger with the shortest distance possible, it 

doesn’t need a complicated dispatch algorithm. However, 

passengers could necessarily detour because the algorithm 

doesn’t consider existing schedules, the time spent by 

passengers on board, or the trip origins and destinations of 

those passengers.  

C. Insertion Heuristic 

While NVD searches only for a nearest feasible vehicle to 

assign a new passenger, Insertion heuristic (IS) compares all 

feasible vehicles to find a best available vehicle for its 

objective.[2] Although this study focuses on a many-to-

many vehicle routing problem, the proposed Insertion 

heuristic is based on a First-Come First-Served (FCFS) 

policy in which a new request is considered individually and 

independently from other new requests. The proposed IS has 

four steps as follows if the objective is to minimize waiting 

times and detours: (1) Each passenger trip is identified by its 

origin and destination; (2) Collect available vehicles to 

insert a new trip request in the corresponding service area; 

(3) Select a vehicle by minimizing service waiting time and 

travel time of the new passengers as well as the existing 

passengers; (4) Update The vehicle schedule with a new 

request. The detailed procedure is following: 

 A new passenger request, zi (i I) comes in, and 

pickup and delivery locations and the number Of 

passengers in the group are identified. 

 Once the system searches for a vehicle j among all 

available vehicles J, (j J), it confirms Whether the 

constraints meet or not with new pickup and 

dropoff events, ei,pick and ei,drop , Associated 

with zi. If they are acceptable, the incremental cost 

icj (ei,pick, ei,drop) based on its Current schedule 

K, (k K) is calculated to determine the optimal 

vehicle. In the same procedure, 1 it searches for the 

best insertion positions for the new events among 

the current schedules Ej by calculating the expected 

waiting and travel time of the new passenger as 

well as previously assigned passengers. The best 

vehicle is updated with the total cost Cj found and 

corresponding insertion positions for ei,pick and 

ei,drop. 

 If there are no more available vehicles to consider, 

the dispatch algorithm assigns the passenger to  the 

vehicle with the minimum incremental cost, icj. 

Otherwise, the passenger request is rejected due to 

the constraints. 

 Once the best vehicle is determined, the pickup and 

delivery schedules (ei,pick and ei,drop) are  

inserted into the optimal position among the 

existing schedules of the vehicle. 

 Dispatch the vehicle following the schedule to 

serve the new passenger. 

 
The Cj in (3) can be calculated based on the 

vehicle’s current schedule Ej. Waiting time for passengers 

can be obtained with pickup events whereas travel time can 

be calculated with delivery events. Icj in (5) includes two 

terms respectively: (a) The total cost calculated for the 

updated schedule including ei,pick and  ei,drop; (b) The 

total cost calculated for the current schedule of vehicle j. 

Note that since adding a new  schedule causes extra costs for 

a vehicle, the incremental cost should be always positive. 

The formulation (4) returns not only the total cost, but also 

the optimal insertion positions for the new events. The cost  

function can be replaced by the system profit in a similar 

manner, if needed.The proposed insertion heuristic is fairly 

easy and straight-forward to implement, and shows 

computational efficiency, but it has limitations on dynamic 

pickup and delivery operations. The primary limitation is 

that it has no dynamic schemes capable of re-optimizing 

vehicle schedules by shifting or exchanging previously 

assigned passenger pickup and delivery schedules. Thus it 

should be expected that it would normally achieve a sub-

optimal solution. The problem of finding an optimal solution 

is however not easy as the well-known combinatorial issues 

ensue. This leads us to developing an optimization scheme 

that while still is heuristic, can reach near optimal solutions 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Taxi is a convenient and fast and flexible transportation 

method in urban areas. In this study, we assumed that all 

passengers are willing to share their rides with other 
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passengers and the simulation results show great potentials 

that ride-sharing can reduce the taxi fare by improving the 5 

system productivity. We have considered a distributed and 

dynamic taxi-sharing algorithm enabled by wireless 

communications and distributed computing capabilities. The 

algorithms have been implemented in a realistic and large-

scale simulation platform using empirical date from current 

taxi operation. The analysis of the taxi-sharing system has 

shown important benefits for both taxi operators (e.g. 

Reduced totaltravel distance) and passengers (e.g. Reduced 

fares). 
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